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Abstract
The structure of the global governance system has undergone significant changes in the past few years.
From a system governed primarily by global public law institutions established through multilateral
treaties, it has metamorphosed into a hybrid field in which a plethora of public, private, and semi-public
institutions interact in various ways. The shift to a hybrid global governance architecture presents a
complex challenge for legal and political theory, with immense policy implications. In the present article,
I respond to this challenge by developing a new model of transnational legal authority, which conceptu-
alizes it as an emergent, network-based phenomenon. According to this model, the emergence of trans-
national networked authority is dependent on the existence of a multi-layered structure of strongly
connected transnational regimes. Key factors in the emergence of networked authority are the normative
and compliance synergies that arise through the densification of links across the network. I examine in this
context the linkage between the sociological and the jurisprudential aspects of the authority of private
transnational regulatory regimes, and develop the idea of ‘network grounding’, which emphasizes the rela-
tional structure of private transnational legality. I illustrate the thesis by reviewing findings from a network
analysis of transnational corporate social responsibility networks.
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1. Introduction
The structure of the global governance system has undergone significant changes in the past few
years. From a system governed primarily by global public law institutions (GPLIs) established
through multilateral treaties, it has metamorphosed into a hybrid field in which a plethora of
public, private, and semi-public institutions interact in various ways. In this new universe, private
transnational regulatory regimes (PTRs) have assumed a key governance role.1 The new PTRs
operate in diverse areas, ranging from product standards and environmental protection to finan-
cial reporting, human and labour rights, and the ranking of academic institutions.2 Most of these
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1See generally C. Streck, ‘Filling in for Governments? The Role of the Private Actors in the International Climate Regime’,
(2020) 17 Journal for European Environmental & Planning Law 5; T. Hale, ‘Transnational Actors and Transnational
Governance in Global Environmental Politics’, (2020) 23 Annual Review of Political Science 203.

2See, e.g., T. Bartley, ‘Institutional Emergence in an Era of Globalization: The Rise of Transnational Private Regulation of
Labor and Environmental Conditions’, (2007) 113 Am. J. of Sociology 297. Examples of standards in the areas noted above
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PTRs include both a normative facet – a set of prescriptive behavioural guidelines usually focusing
on firms – and an institutional framework with a compliance functionality. I use the term ‘PTR’ to
refer to the institutional complex that includes the relevant legal texts, the body (or bodies)
responsible for administering the texts, and the individual agents closely associated with these
bodies. PTRs may encompass more than one organization, as for example, when the compliance
functionality is not provided by the body responsible for developing the norms.

The emergence of PTRs as important actors in the global governance domain reflects the weak-
ness of the international treaty system, which is finding it increasingly difficult cope with global
crises such as climate change or the corona pandemic.3 Two features of the treaty system
contribute to this regulatory gap: its dependence on the consensual action of governments and
its rigid bureaucratic structure. Together, the two features have undermined the capacity of
the treaty system to produce common policies and to respond effectively to global risks.4

The increasing prominence of PTRs in the governance of global affairs presents a complex
challenge to legal and political theory. In the present article, I respond to this challenge by devel-
oping a network-driven model of transnational legal authority, which challenges contemporary
thinking about global authority. I argue that transnational legal authority is an emergent,
network-based phenomenon. The framework I propose brings together ideas from network
science, legal theory, and social sciences. I explore the structural and dynamic conditions that
can lead to the emergence of transnational network authority. I link this argument to the concept
of multi-layered networks and develop an analytical framework that explains how multi-layered
networks are realized in the transnational context. Building on the concept of multi-layered
networks, I show how transnational legal authority can arise through the synergistic interaction
between network nodes. According to this account, the authority of PTRs is an emergent feature of
the networks in which they are embedded. I examine the linkage between the sociological and the
jurisprudential aspects of the authority of PTRs. I develop the idea of ‘network grounding’, which
challenges the orthodox view regarding the legal nature of PTRs. Network grounding brings to the
fore the question of the inherently paradoxical nature of law. I conclude the discussion of network
grounding by offering a potential resolution to this intrinsic paradox, as it is manifested in the
transnational arena.

I argue that the network model has several advantages over existing models of transnational
law. First, the model ties together sociological and jurisprudential analysis of transnational
regulatory networks. Second, it allows us to distinguish between constitutionalized systems,
systems of pure regulatory power (lacking a constitutional dimension), and lawless private
governance structures. Third, the network model provides a better understanding of the steering
capacities of PTRs and of how they can complement the work of both treaty-based organizations
and state-based regulatory agencies.

The social network approach, which plays a key role in my argument, is driven by the idea that
the patterning of social ties in which actors are embedded has important consequences for the
dynamics of social systems.5 Social network analysis (SNA) captures this pattern by representing
the social system as an abstract structure of nodes and edges, which can depict different kinds of
entities and interactions. The entities studied by network science include cells, individuals, organ-
izations, or texts; the interactions include information flow, trade, friendship, citations, and more.

include: Global Organic Textile Standard; Fairtrade International; Responsible Care and ISO 14001; the International
Financial Reporting Standards Foundation and Shanghai Academic Ranking of World Universities.

3T. Hale, D. Held and K. Young, Gridlock: Why Global Cooperation Is Failing When We Need It Most (2013); L. O. Gostin,
S. Moon and B. M. Meier, ‘Reimagining Global Health Governance in the Age of COVID-19’, (2020) 110 American Journal of
Public Health 1615.

4For more on that point see J. Pauwelyn, R. A. Wessel and J. Wouters, ‘When Structures Become Shackles: Stagnation and
Dynamics in International Lawmaking’, (2014) 25 European Journal of International Law 733.

5See L. Freeman, The Development of Social Network Analysis: A Study in the Sociology of Science (2004), at 2.
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Scientists in a range of fields have developed an extensive set of tools for analysing the structure
and dynamics of networks.6

The article proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I discuss the lacunae in the literature on private
transnational governance. In Section 3, I introduce the model of transnational networked
authority. In Section 4, I discuss the legal-doctrinal implications of the model. I conclude the
article, in Section 5, with a discussion of the policy implications of my argument and by
highlighting further directions for research.

2. Networks and private transnational governance: A review and critique
of the literature
A key aspect of the model of transnational networked authority is the claim that the authority of
PTRs is fundamentally relational, and that this relational aspect is critical for understanding how
legal authority evolves beyond the state. This idea distinguishes the network model from other
theoretical approaches that regard the authority of PTRs as based on either formal delegation
or on completely endogenous processes of self-grounding.7

The role of networks in global governance has been studied from various perspectives, ranging
from law to political science and business management.8 The current literature, however, does not
offer an account of the role that networks may play in the evolution of transnational legal
authority. There has been no attempt to explore the linkage between the jurisprudential under-
pinnings of transnational law and its network structure, either at the level of theory building
(bringing together ideas from philosophy of law and network theory) or of empirical analysis
(studying how this linkage is manifested in concrete PTR networks).

The discussion of the linkage between transnational networks and private authority has tended
to be extremely vague and underspecified. For example, in a recent paper, Nico Krisch distin-
guished between ‘solid’ and ‘liquid’ authority. Solid authority is based on the conventional dele-
gation model and is characterized by ‘legal powers to take binding decisions, a basis in formal
delegation, and ideally the ability to use enforcement tools’.9 By contrast, liquid authority may
be ‘spread out over a process in which it is hard to locate, and which is in constant flux : : :
and is thus more difficult to grasp : : : ’.10 Krisch mentioned the connection between liquid
authority and networked authority, but did not explore the possibility that networks play a special
role in the establishment of transnational authority.11 The linkage between the ideas of liquid and
networked authority remains underspecified.

The argument I develop in this article has some affinity with the work of Roughan and
Halpin on pluralist jurisprudence.12 The model of networked authority can be interpreted as

6For an introduction to the field of social network analysis see S. Borgatti, M. Everett and J. Johnson, Analyzing Social
Networks (2018).

7G. Teubner, Constitutional Fragments: Societal Constitutionalism and Globalization (2012) at 55; Abbott et al.,
‘Competence versus Control: the Governor’s Dilemma’, (2019) 14 Regulation & Governance 619. In a recent article,
Julia Black has described the mechanics of this process in detail, arguing that transnational regimes establish and stabilize
their authority by maintaining interpretive control over the normative texts they produce: J. Black, ‘“Says Who?” Liquid
Authority and Interpretive Control in Transnational Regulatory Regimes’, (2017) 9 International Theory 286, at 289.

8A. M. Slaughter and D. Zaring, ‘Networking Goes International: An Update’, (2006) 2 Annual Rev. of Law & Social Science
211; S. Wood et al., ‘The Interactive Dynamics of Transnational Business Governance: A Challenge for Transnational Legal
Theory’, (2015) 6 Transnational Legal Theory 333; G. Teubner, ‘Coincidentia Oppositorum: Hybrid Networks beyond
Contract and Organisation’, in M. Amstutz and G. Teubner (eds.), Networks: Legal Issues of Multilateral Co-Operation
(2009), 3.

9N. Krisch, ‘Liquid Authority in Global Governance’, (2017) 9 International Theory 237, at 240.
10Ibid., at 243.
11Ibid., at 247, 248.
12N. Roughan and A. Halpin, ‘The Promises and Pursuits of Pluralist Jurisprudence’, in N. Roughan and A. Halpin (eds.),

In Pursuit of Pluralist Jurisprudence (2017), 326.
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one potential manifestation of pluralist jurisprudence, but Roughan and Halpin did not explore
the potential linkage between network theory and pluralist jurisprudence.13 There is an implicit
reference to the idea of networked authority in Ralf Michaels’ chapter, which argues that a neces-
sary consequence of global legal pluralism is a relational concept of law.14 Michaels, however, does
not articulate the exact socio-legal mechanisms through which relational legality is realized, nor
does he explore the linkage between this idea and network theory.

Culver and Guidice’s recent work on the borders of legality also seeks to develop a relational
understanding of law.15 They emphasize the importance of institutional interdependence for
understanding the law:16

[I]t is useful to choose, as legality-tracking characteristics of legal institutions interacting over
time, the fact that those institutions are typically part of a composition of inter-dependent
institutions related by mutual reference occurring at some level of intensity.

Although Culver and Giudice noted that their ‘inter-institutional approach owes something to
network theory,’17 they avoided using network analysis as part of their jurisprudential model.18

Their primary critique of network analysis is that it:

[r]elies for its probative value on the prior availability of the prediction or organizational
mandate against which it is contrasted, and that departure point embodies a particular
conception of the network of actors under analysis. The trouble with social network analysis
then, is that its responsiveness to phenomena comes at the cost of the need for prior (even if
revisable) demarcation of relevant data for analysis : : : 19

I find this objection unconvincing. First, Culver and Giudice’s approach is self-contradictory. There
is a tension between the conceptual narrative of the text, which draws extensively on network-related
notions (e.g., interdependence, mutual reference),20 and the authors’ stated opposition to SNA. This
tension raises doubts about the theoretical robustness of their critique. Second, the critique of SNA is
problematic. Most important, it reflects a misapprehension of the capacity of SNA to detect patterns
in unordered data (e.g., through community detection techniques), and to model the dynamic of
networks (e.g., through such models as preferential attachment).21

In a series of articles, Stepan Wood, Burkard Eberlein, and their collaborators have studied
the role of interactions in transnational business governance. They defined interactions as
‘mutual actions and responses of individuals, groups, institutions or systems’,22 and transnational
governance as ‘governance in which non-state actors or institutions assert or exercise authority in

13Roughan and Halpin, ibid., at 326. In a related paper, Roughan developed the idea of relative authority, which emphasizes
the interdependence between authorities: ‘[authority] can be relative in the sense of being interdependent, so that one
authority cannot be legitimate without an engagement (through cooperation or coordination or toleration or conflict) with
any other authorities with which it shares the domain’. However, she does not explore the potential network interpretation of
her argument. See N. Roughan, ‘From Authority to Authorities: Bridging the Social/Normative Divide’, in R. Cotterrell and
M. Del Mar (eds.), (2016) Authority in Transnational Legal Theory 280, at 295.

14R. Michaels, ‘Law and Recognition—Towards a Relational Concept of Law’, in Roughan and Halpinsupra note 12, at 90.
15K. C. Culver and M. Giudice, Legality’s Borders: An Essay in General Jurisprudence (2010).
16Ibid., at 124 (emphasis in original).
17Ibid., at 99.
18Ibid., at 99–100.
19Ibid., at 100.
20See, e.g., ibid., at 112–13, 171.
21See M. Newman and A. Clauset, ‘Structure and Inference in annotated networks, (2016) 7Nature Communications 11863;

A. L. Barabási, ‘Luck or Reason’, (2012) 489 Nature 507–8.
22Wood et al., supra note 8, at 339.
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the performance of one or more components of regulatory governance across national borders’.23

They then developed an analytical framework to study the nexus between dimensions of interac-
tion (e.g., who interacts, and the pathways and character of the interaction) and components of
regulatory governance (e.g., rule formation, monitoring, and compliance).24

The framework of transnational business governance interactions (TBGI) has many affinities
with the argument of this article, but it leaves many questions open. First, although TBGI is inter-
ested in the exercise of authority, its theoretical apparatus does not explain how such authority
arises through the interactive dynamics of transnational regulation. Second, the various papers
that appeared as part of the TBGI project, do not address the jurisprudential question regarding
the (legal) nature of different transnational normative orders.25 Finally, the broad interpretation
adopted by the TBGI project to the concept of interaction limits its explanatory power.26 Wood
et al. responded to this critique by noting that refinement of the concept can take place at the stage
of operationalization, but this response does not resolve the fundamental difficulty with the
concept.27 In the present article, I seek to fill this theoretical gap both by answering the questions
Wood et al. have left open and by developing a more refined theoretical framework of transna-
tional interactions that is embedded in a network framework.

The idea of networked governance was explored also by political scientists, most notably,
by Anne-Marie Slaughter,28 Diane Stone,29 and Miles Kahler.30 In a recent book, The Chessboard
and the Web: Strategies of Connection in a Networked World, Slaughter included an entire chapter
on ‘Network Power’,31 but did not examine whether the increasing normative influence of non-
state private legal regimes can be explained by reference to the configuration of the network in
which they are embedded. Stone studied the role of global public policy networks (GPPN) in the
diffusion of policy ideas, and has argued that their authority is based on pooling of authority, but
has not attempted to disentangle the exact network processes by which this pooling takes place.32

Kahler distinguished between two approaches to network analysis of international politics:
networks as structures that influence the behaviour of network members, and networks as auton-
omous agents.33 But Kahler did not explore the possibility that the interaction between structure
and agency can lead to a new form of transnational authority, which is the thesis of the present
article. All these accounts have added to our understanding of the role of networks in international
interactions, but they stopped short of developing an explicit account of the constitutive role of
networks in the foundation of transnational authority, and of the exact institutional pathways by
which this role is played out, leaving a gap in the analysis of networks in global governance.34

23S. Wood et al., ‘Transnational business governance interactions, regulatory quality and marginalized actors: An intro-
duction’, in S. Wood et al. (eds.), Transnational Business Governance Interactions (2019), 1, at 3.

24B. Eberlein et al., ‘Transnational Business Governance Interactions: Conceptualization and Framework For Analysis’,
(2014) 8 Regulation & Governance 1, at 7.

25Wood, supra note 8, at 338.
26Ibid., at 339.
27Ibid.
28A. M. Slaughter, ‘Global Government Networks, Global Information Agencies, and Disaggregated Democracy’, (2002)

24Michigan Journal of International Law 1041; Slaughter and Zaring, supra note 8; A. M. Slaughter, The Chessboard and the
Web: Strategies of Connection in a Networked World (2017).

29D. Stone, ‘Transfer Agents and Global Networks in the ‘Transnationalization’ of Policy’, (2004) 11 Journal of European
Public Policy 545; D. Stone, ‘Global Public Policy, Transnational Policy Communities, and their Networks’, (2008) 36 Policy
Studies Journal 19.

30M. Kahler, Networked Politics: Agency, Power, and Governance (2015).
31Slaughter (2017), supra note 28, at 161.
32Stone (2004), supra note 29, at 560.
33Kahler, supra note 30, at 3–7.
34This lacuna was highlighted by Cashore et al., in a recent paper. They criticize previous work on ‘issue networks’,

‘policy networks’, and ‘policy communities’ for underestimating ‘the regulatory authority that private organizations have
acquired – whether in business or in civil society’; Cashore, et al., ‘Private Authority and Public Policy Interactions in
Global Context: Governance Spheres for Problem Solving’, (2021) Regulation & Governance 1166.
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3. Fundamentals of networked authority
The model of transnational networked authority addresses the gaps in the literature by offering a
new way of thinking about the consolidation of legal authority at the transnational level.
The model is based on the following thesis: the emergence of global networked authority is
dependent on the existence of a multi-layered structure of strongly connected transnational
regimes.35 In a multi-layered network, actors (nodes) are connected through multiple types of
socially relevant ties.36 According to this model, transnational legal authority evolves only when
the multi-layered network satisfies certain conditions related to its topology (density and cross-layer
coherence) and dynamics (intensity of the social interactions within and across layers), which jointly
create a synergistic effect.37 Key factors in the emergence of networked authority are the normative
and compliance synergies that emerge through the densification of links across the different layers.

Under certain conditions, the multi-layered structure of a network of PTRs can facilitate the
emergence of a self-organized legal system with the following features:

1. Each member (regime) of the PTR network constitutes an independent legal system that
exerts authority through its associated normative texts and overarching organizational body.
Each regime thus forms an independent locus of legal power.

2. The PTR network has the features of a self-organized system: its overall pattern and
dynamics are self-generated and not externally controlled.38

3. The PTR network provides the conditions of reflexivity required for the emergence of a
constitutionalized system.

4. The realization of (a) to (c) does not depend on the network becoming an independent legal
actor in itself, although this is a possible consequence.

I argue that transnational legal authority should be viewed as an emergent, network-based
phenomenon.39 Drawing onWilensky and Rand, I define emergence as ‘the arising of novel and coherent
structures, patterns, and properties through the interactions of multiple distributed elements’.40

A distinctive feature of emergent structures is that their properties cannot be deduced from the properties
of the elements alone, but arise also from interactions between the elements.41 Another important feature
of emergent phenomena is the existence of synergy,42 which refers to the ‘combined or cooperative effects
produced by the relationships between various forces, particles, elements, parts or individuals in a given
context—effects that are not otherwise attainable’.43 We can distinguish between synergies of scale, which
arise ‘from adding (or multiplying) more of the same thing’,44 and tend to exhibit threshold

35Kivelä et al., ‘Multilayer Networks’, (2014) 2 Journal of Complex Networks 203.
36M. Dickison, M. Magnani and L. Rossi, Multilayer Social Networks (2016), 21.
37As I elaborate in Section 5 below this process may be gradual, leading to the establishment of fuzzy or graded authority.
38M. Prokopenko, ‘Design Versus Self-Organization’, in M. Prokopenko (ed.), Advances in Applied Self-Organizing Systems

(2013) 3, at 3–4.
39I do not claim that my argument is exhaustive; there can be mechanisms other than networks that can facilitate the

emergence of private transnational legal authority. Further, the emergence process is not deterministic; the topological
and dynamic thresholds that I describe below provide only sufficient, but not necessary conditions for the emergence of
PTR authority. L. Gabora and D. Aerts, ‘Evolution as Context-Driven Actualisation of Potential: Toward an
Interdisciplinary Theory of Change of State’, (2005) 30 Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 69.

40W. Rand and U. Wilensky, An introduction to agent-based modeling: Modeling natural, social, and engineered complex
systems with netlogo (2015), 6.

41Ibid. See further, J. Goldstein, ‘Emergence as a Construct: History and Issues’, (1999) 1 Emergence 49; P. Corning,
‘The re-emergence of “emergence:” A venerable concept in search of a theory’, (2002) 7 Complexity 18.

42P. Corning, ‘The Re-Emergence of Emergence, and the Causal Role of Synergy in Emergent Evolution’, (2012) 185
Synthese 295, at 305.

43Ibid., at 303.
44P. Corning, Nature’s Magic: Synergy in Evolution and the Fate of Humankind (2003), 17.
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effects;45 and synergies that arise out of functional complementarity and represent a situation in which
entities with different properties interact in a way that generates novel beneficial effects.46

The challenge facing the model of transnational networked authority is to elaborate its
socio-jurisprudential characteristics and to lay bare the structural and dynamic conditions that
facilitate its emergence.

3.1 The multi-layered structure of PTR networks

In this section, I elucidate my argument regarding the multi-layered structure of PTR networks and
their emergent socio-legal features. To this end, I adopt a dual lens approach that brings together an
internal legal perspective with an external sociological one. As I argued above, in a multi-layered
network, a common set of actors is connected through multiple types of socially relevant ties.
Each of these interaction types can be represented as a different layer of the multi-layered network.
In analysing the links between the PTRs, I distinguish between two dimensions: (i) the social type of
the interaction and (ii) the topological configuration through which the link between the regimes is
realized (in particular, whether the link represents a direct or induced connection). Below I elaborate
the structure of the layers that play a key role in the evolution of PTR networks, distinguishing
between the type of the interaction and its topological manifestation.

3.1.1 Institutional connections
PTRs can be connected either directly, through various organizational interactions, or indirectly,
through joint affiliation with third parties (e.g., joint firms):

1. Direct links: four types of direct institutional connections can be distinguished: governance,
partnership, compliance cooperation, and membership.

1.1 Governance refers to the participation of PTR organizations in the governance of other
organizations.

1.2 Partnership refers to various forms of collaboration between PTRs.
1.3 Compliance cooperation refers to a situation in which some PTR organizations provide

traceability or compliance services to other organizations.
1.4 Membership refers to the membership of PTR organizations47 in other PTRs.

2. Affiliation structures: PTRs can be indirectly linked through their joint affiliation with
various third parties, such as firms (that are certified by different PTRs), umbrella organ-
izations, such as ISEAL,48 or compliance assurance bodies.49 The affiliation structure linking
PTRs and corporate members can be captured in a bi-partite network, where the first set
includes a list of distinct PTRs and the second a list of firms. Such affiliation structures may
arise because of overlaps in the regulatory remits of different regimes. In the case of umbrella
organizations, such as ISEAL, PTRs are indirectly connected through their co-membership
(e.g., ISEAL members include organizations such as Fairtrade International, Forest
Stewardship Council, and the Gold Standard).50

45Which ‘occur when a critical point is reached that precipitates an abrupt change of state’. Ibid., at 19.
46P. Corning, Holistic Darwinism: Synergy, Cybernetics, and the Bioeconomics of Evolution (2010), 64.
47Many CSR schemes distinguish between membership and certification. Membership reflects participation in the gover-

nance of the code as an organization; certification is provided to organizations that meet the requirements of the standard
promulgated by the relevant CSR scheme. In some cases, the two categories overlap.

48ISEAL, the global membership association for credible sustainability standards, available at www.isealalliance.org/.
49See, e.g., FLOCERT or Accreditation Services International GmbH (ASI), available at www.flocert.net/solutions/standard-

assurance/fairtrade-certification/orwww.accreditation-services.com/.
50ISEAL members are sustainability standards and accreditation bodies, see www.isealalliance.org/iseal-community-members.
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3.1.2 Citation links between the legal standards associated with the distinct PTRs
and between other legal instruments
This layer focuses on the legal texts that undergird the network and the way in which they either
cross-reference each other or refer to (or are cited by) external legal texts (which can be interna-
tional treaties, national legislation, corporate codes, and supply-chain contracts). Henceforth,
I refer to these texts as ‘standards’ or ‘codes’.

3.1.3 Relations between individual agents
The PTR organizations can also be linked through direct interactions between individuals working
in the organizations that administer the standards. In addition, PTR organizations can become
affiliated through their association with the same individual agents (e.g., directors, advisors).
With regard to corporate entities, this affiliation structure has been studied in the context of
‘interlocking directorates’.51

3.1.4 Shared conceptual architecture
This layer emerges through the common referencing to general legal concepts in PTR standards.
Formally, such structures are realized in a bi-partite network, where the first set includes a list of
the distinct PTR standards, and the second a list of concepts (e.g., sustainability, gender equality,
circular economy).

To illustrate how the above framework is manifested in a concrete network, I selected nine CSR
schemes, which are part of the sample analysed in detail in Section 3.2 below: Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP), Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), UN Global Compact (UNGC), International
Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM), Equator Principles (EP), Aquaculture Stewardship
Council (ASC), Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), Council for Responsible Jewelry Practices
(RJC), and the global membership association for credible sustainability standards (ISEAL).52

I analysed the connections between these schemes across three layers (Figure 1), which represent
different types of links between the actors: a layer that describes cross-citations between the stand-
ards associated with the schemes; a layer that describes direct organizational ties; and a layer that
describes indirect links between the schemes based on their joint association with certified firms.53

The multi-layer representation can enrich our understanding of the topology and dynamics of
the PTR system in various ways. First, by exposing the extent to which every edge appears in every
layer (link overlap), it provides a way to measure the topological coherence of the system. Second,
multi-layer analysis can shed light on the informational dynamic of the network by exposing the
multiple paths through which information can flow in the PTR system. In the example in Figure 1,
the multi-layer perspective demonstrates how information can reach organizations that appear
isolated in one layer (e.g., Equator Principles on the Direct Institutional Links layer), but are
connected to the rest of the network through other layers (the layer of Induced Institutional
Network).54 Finally, the multi-layer perspective enables a better understanding of the positional
structure of the network by providing a broader view of the centrality of PTRs across layers. In the
example above, GRI, UNGC, and CDP emerge as the most central organizations, taking the three
layers as a whole.

51See, e.g., A. Baccini and L. Marroni, ‘Regulation of Interlocking Directorates in the Financial Sector: A Comparative Case
Study’, (2016) 41 European J. of Law and Economics 431.

52For the complete list of the CSR schemes in our sample see Appendices A and B.
53In multi-layered networks, links can be formed both within nodes in the same layer (intralayer edges) and between nodes

in different layers (interlayer edges). For example, the connections between standards and their associated PTRs can also be
conceptualized as interlinks connecting different layers. The figure does not capture interlayer linkages.

54It is important to consider in this context the ontological differences between the layers. Thus, for example, the citation
layer, which consists of legal texts, cannot support the flow of information.
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Table 1 elaborates the general framework suggested above through a two-dimensional matrix,
where each cell represents a different layer in the multi-layered PTR network. To emphasize the
embeddedness of PTR networks in the global governance system, the Table also includes external
links, connecting PTRs with entities beyond the PTR network. The way in which PTRs are repre-
sented across layers may differ according to the nature of the socio-legal interaction captured by a
particular layer. I distinguish between ‘elementary nodes’, which represent the core regime, and
‘layer-specific nodes’, which represent the manifestation of the elementary node in a particular
layer (e.g., standards associated with a particular regime, its employees, or an associated organi-
zational body).

A multi-layered PTR network can be formally defined by the triple M = (Y, G, F):
Y indicates the set of layers:

Y � fαjα 2 1; 2; . . . ; nf gg (1.1)

G indicates the ordered list of networks and the topological structure of each layer (α= 1, 2 : : : n),
where:

Gα � Vα; Eα� � (1.2)

Gα is the network in layer α (e.g., the layer of institutional ties). The set of nodes (e.g., PTR organ-
izations) of layer α is indicated by Vα, and the set of edges connecting nodes within layer α is
indicated by Eα. Finally, F is the list of bipartite networks that captures the interactions across
pairs of different layers and has elements Fα,β given by:

Fα;β � �Vα;Vβ; Eα;β� (1.3)

3.2 The emergence of transnational networked authority: Grounding, legitimacy, and steering

In this section, I elaborate how the multi-layered structure described above leads to the emergence
of transnational legal authority. I focus on three key questions: (i) What are the network

Figure 1. A snapshot of the CSR system as a
multi-layered network.
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mechanisms that facilitate the emergence of PTRs as independent loci of legal authority and deter-
mine the boundaries of the network (in the absence of a central rule of recognition or
Grundnorm)?; (ii) What are the unique properties that distinguish a constitutionalized PTR
system from other forms of transnational governance?; and (iii) What are the unique features that
enable a PTR network to influence its external environment (external steering) even without the
backing of the state administrative power? This discussion pulls together the sociological and
jurisprudential aspects of the model.

3.2.1 Relational authority and network grounding
The model of transnational networked authority challenges the conventional, pyramidal under-
standing of the law by developing a relational concept of authority. According to this account, the
authority of PTRs is the emergent product of cyclical interactions between the distinct regimes. In
the transnational context, there is no ultimate ‘rule of recognition’ that can ascertain which
normative text is legal and which is not. Any ‘marking’ of a text as ‘law’ is the outcome of a
three-fold, network-embedded process of self-reference, cross-reference, and external reference.

Self-reference or self-authorization is achieved by marking the normative text with terms that
have a clear legal connotation, such as ‘standard’ or ‘code’, and by the publication of formal

Table 1. The multi-layered structure of a PTR network

Interaction type
——————————————
Topological configuration

Institutional
connections Cross-citations

Relations between
individual agents Shared Concepts

Direct links Direct institutional
links between the
organizations that
administer the
standards

Cross-referencing
between PTR
standards

Direct links
between individuals
who work at
distinct PTR
organizations

–

Indirect links (affiliation
structures)

Affiliation structures
that indirectly link
PTRs through joint
membership of firms
or through joint
association of PTRs
with umbrella
organizations (e.g.,
ISEAL) or with other
third parties (e.g.,
compliance auditors,
NGOs)

Affiliation structures
produced through
joint citation of
public international
law treaties in PTR
standards or
through joint
citation of PTR
standards in
corporate codes

Affiliation structures
that indirectly link
PTRs through joint
affiliation of
distinct PTR
organizations with
common individual
agents (e.g.,
directors, advisors)

Affiliation
structures that
indirectly link PTRs
through mutual
reference to
general concepts
(e.g., sustainability)

External links Ties between PTR
organizations and
GPLIs or national
bodies; interaction
with external
stakeholders
(industry
associations, NGOs,
civic groups,
research
institutions)

Citation links
between PTR
standards and
external legal
instruments
(international
treaties, national
legislation,
corporate codes of
conduct, supply
chain contracts,
corporate
sustainability
reports)

– –
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interpretations and guidelines (second-order observation of the legal text).55 Cross-reference is the
process by which a PTR standard cites another standard. Such citation, understood as a form of
legal speech act, serves several goals. First, it is used to support the normative standing, or the
validity, of the citing document.56 Second, by citing another standard (as a mean of supporting
its own validity) the citing standard recognizes (implicitly) the legal validity of the cited text.57

The citation operates as a declarative speech act that does not merely acknowledge (or indicate)
that the cited normative text has a particular feature (validity), but also constitutes it as such.58

Finally, citation as recognition also includes an implicit act of self-recognition, because validating
another normative text makes sense only if the citing text also recognizes itself as valid.

Second, by singling-out certain texts (nodes) as relevant to the citing text (and excluding
others), citation determines the boundaries of the network. This boundaries-generating function
becomes apparent only at the macro level, where nodes that are linked more densely among
themselves than with nodes outside the group emerge as a distinct community.59

The constitutive aspect of the citation can be realized only if it is embedded in a sufficiently
dense structure of cross-citations, reflecting the emergent nature of network authority. The
constitutive force of the act of recognition that underlies the cross-citation between two PTRs
is therefore contingent upon the overall topology of the network.

The constitutionalization of PTR standards as valid sources of law is also influenced by two
forms of external referencing. The first is the citing of international public law instruments
(e.g., international treaties) by PTR standards. The second is the citing of PTR standards by
national legislation, corporate codes of conduct, or corporate supply-chain contracts. External
referencing contributes to the validity of PTRs in several ways. First, citing global treaties enables
PTR standards to rely on the validity of recognized sources of legal authority. The direction of this
referencing is the inverse of the conventional delegation model: the authority is not bestowed
upon the agent lacking it through explicit delegation, but rather is extracted unilaterally through
the referential act. Second, the citation of PTR standards in national legislation, corporate codes of
conduct, and corporate supply-chain contributes to their validity by identifying them as credible
sources of normative content. Finally, external referencing also functions as a boundary-setting
mechanism, by implicitly linking together standards that cite and are cited by the same legal
instruments.

The relational account of transnational authority challenges two tenets of traditional
jurisprudence: hierarchy and well-foundedness.60 According to the hierarchy thesis, the validity
of legal norms can be derived only from higher-ranked (valid) legal norms. According to the
well-foundedness thesis, legal validity must be grounded in some ultimate source; the relation
of dependence between legal norms must terminate, according to this thesis, in something

55See Black, supra note 7. Another condition for considering a certain text as legal is that it be structured using the deontic
discourse of duties and obligations. E.g., Principle 1 of the Global Compact states that ‘Businesses should support and respect
the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights’.

56See O. Perez and O. Stegmann, ‘Transnational networked constitutionalism’, (2018) 45 Journal of Law and Society S135,
at S152–S153, for a more detailed taxonomy of citation types.

57P. Ricoeur, The Course of Recognition (2005), 8. My interpretation of ‘recognition’ differs from the standard account;
see M. Iser, ‘Recognitio’, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2019 Edition), E. N. Zalta (ed.), available at
plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2019/entries/recognition.

58For the distinction between representative and declaratory speech acts see J. Searle, Making the Social World: The
Structure of Human Civilization (2010), 114; J. Searle, ‘A Classification of Illocutionary Acts’, (1976) 5 Language in
Society 1, at 10, 13.

59See P. Bedi, and C. Sharma, ‘Community Detection in Social Networks’, (2016) 6 WIREs Data Mining and Knowledge
Discovery 115; Perez et al., ‘The Network of Law Reviews: Citation Cartels, Scientific Communities, and Journal Rankings’,
(2019) 82Modern Law Review 240. This aggregative clustering process is realized both through direct citations between PTRs
standards and through co-citation of international treaties.

60See F. Schauer, The Force of Law (2015), 78–9.
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fundamental.61 The model of network authority departs from the conventional conception of legal
authority by claiming that validity and authority can emerge from a non-hierarchical (horizontal)
network of cross-references, even when none of the network nodes can be described as founda-
tional (that is, none of the nodes have possessed the property of validity before linking with the
other nodes).62

A word about my understanding of validity is in order here. Validity provides legal norms with
their binding force and distinguishes them from non-legal norms.63 The bindingness of legal
norms is reflected in their capacity to change the legal entitlements and statuses attributed to
a subject.64 Another feature of binding norms is their capacity to create content-independent
reasons for action.65 PTR norms realize these dual aspects of bindingness, both in the internal
dynamic of the PTR network, and in their interaction with external public norms.

The concept of grounding is given different meanings in the model of network authority and in
the framework of traditional jurisprudence. In the traditional jurisprudential framework,
grounding is understood as a noncausal, linear dependence between legal facts and their deter-
minants. This relation of dependence satisfies several logical properties:66 irreflexivity – x cannot
be a ground of itself; asymmetry – if x is a ground of y, y cannot be a ground of x; transitivity – if x
is a ground of y, and y is a ground of z, then x is a ground of z; and well-foundedness, which implies
that every non-fundamental entity in the system under consideration is fully grounded by some
fundamental (and ungrounded) entity or entities that fully account for its being.67 The concept of
well-foundedness is based on the intuition that the ‘derivative must have its source in, or acquire
its being from, the non-derivative’.68

The cyclical and emergent features of network authority give rise to a different understanding
of grounding.69 Network grounding (groundingN), is reflexive both because, as elaborated above,
the act of external recognition depends on self-recognition and because code x may appear in its
own grounding ancestry, owing to the potentially cyclic structure of network grounding.
GroundingN is also weakly symmetric, that is, code x may be a groundN of code y and y a
groundN of x. Thus, both x and y may appear in the grounding ancestry of each other.70

GroundingN is also transitive, that is, from the fact that code x recognizes y, and y recognizes

61These commitments are also shared by metaphysical foundationalists, see R. Bliss, ‘Viciousness and Circles of Ground’,
(2014) 45 Metaphilosophy 245, at 245.

62Neither can PTRs bodies extract authority from global public law instruments: a delegate cannot extract legal powers from
the delegator (the authority holder) without his/her consent.

63Ibid., at 78.
64J. Hage, ‘What is Legal Validity? Lessons from Soft Law’, inWesterman et al. (eds.), Legal Validity and Soft Law (2018), 19,

at 22; D. W. Bromley, ‘Property relations and economic development: the other land reform’, (1989) 17 World Development
867, at 871.

65Joseph Raz has argued that legal authority is manifested through the power to impose duties which are meant to operate
pre-emptively, thus displacing alternative reasons for action that subjects might have. J. Raz, ‘The Problem of Authority:
Revisiting the Service Conception’, (2006) 90 Minnesota Law Review 1003; Black, supra note 7, at 293; M. Carpentier,
‘Sources and Validity’, in Westerman et al., ibid., at 81–2.

66Supporters of monist foundationalism in metaphysics adopt a similar framework, see N. Thompson, ‘Metaphysical
Interdependence’, in M. Jago (ed.), Reality making (2016), 38, at 41; Bliss, supra note 61, at 247. See also S. Chilovi and
G. Pavlakos, ‘Law-determination as Grounding: A Common Grounding Framework for Jurisprudence’, (2019) 25 Legal
Theory 1, at 7.

67This definition of well-foundedness combines elements from T. S. Dixon, ‘What is the well-foundedness of Grounding?’,
(2016) 125 Mind, 439, at 446; T. E. Tahko, ‘Fundamentality’, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2018 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.), available at plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2018/entries/fundamentality/.

68Dixon, ibid., at 447.
69The idea of network grounding is closely related to the idea of ‘metaphysical interdependence’, see Thompson,

supra note 66.
70GroundingN is only weakly symmetric, because it assumes that mutual dependence only holds between some of the codes.

In contrast, full symmetry requires that for all x and all y, if x grounds y, then y grounds x. See Thompson, ibid., at 41–2.
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z, we can deduce that x is a groundN of z.71 GroundingN does not satisfy the well-foundedness crite-
rion, that is, the dependence chains that are established through cross-references between the
PTRs do not terminate in a node that is presumed to be fundamental in any way.72

Furthermore, any code in the network can participate in multiple grounding chains. Finally,
groundingN is also contingent in the sense that its constitutive potential is realized only if it is
embedded in a sufficiently dense structure of cross-citations, reflecting the emergent nature of
network authority.

The idea of network grounding involves, however, a deep-seated paradox, whose structure
resembles that of the truth-teller paradox. The truth-teller paradox deals with sentences, such
as: ‘(K) Sentence K is true’. The problem with truth-teller sentences is their indeterminacy.73

Note that this paradox emerges also in the context of national legal systems. The idea that the
validity of lower-level norms can be derived only from higher-level norms leaves us with the
puzzle of how to explain the validity of the ultimate norm of the land (usually, the constitution).
Frederick Schauer has neatly articulated this puzzle:74

We know that laws are made valid by other laws, and those other laws by still other laws, and
so on, until we run out of laws. But what determines the validity of the highest law? What
keeps the entire structure from collapsing? On what does the validity of an entire legal
system rest?

Legal theorists have developed various responses to this conundrum, ranging from H. L. A. Hart’s
rule of recognition, whose validity rests on the brute fact of social acceptance, to Hans Kelsen’s
interpretation of the Grundnorm as a ‘transcendental-logical presupposition’.75

The distinction between the transnational and the national systems thus comes down to a
difference in their strategies of de-paradoxification, that is, in the mechanisms that make the illog-
icality that underlies them tolerable. At the national level, the paradox of the foundation of law has
been suppressed through an appeal to a mythical constitutional moment.76 At the transnational
level, this strategy is rarely used. Rather, the paradox is suppressed by embedding it in dense
chains of grounding links. De-pardoxification is achieved through the evolution of multiple cycles
of validation, which conceal the paradox, and make the idea of network grounding both coherent
and intelligible. This epistemic and sociological tolerance is an emergent property of the network.

3.2.2 Network cross-referentiality in action
Is there evidence to support the idea of network authority? In a recent study of CSR standards
(a joint work with Ofir Stegmann), we demonstrated that an extensive network of cross-citations

71In more formal terms, ϕ is transitive if (∀x)(∀y)(∀z)[(ϕxy ∧ ϕyz) → ϕxz.
72The idea of network grounding differs from the account offered recently by Karen Bennett which assumes that all building

relations also satisfy a fundamentality relation (that is, if x grounds y, x is also more fundamental than y). I distinguish between
grounding and fundamentality and reject the claim that they necessarily come together. See K. Bennett, Making Things Up
(2017), 119 (fn. 19).

73In contrast with liar sentences, where the problem is their intrinsic inconsistency, the problem with truth-teller sentences
is that either truth-value ascription would be perfectly consistent: the assumption of K’s truth is sufficient for its truth, and the
assumption of K’s falsity is sufficient for its falsity. Yet, prima facie there seems to be nothing that favours K’s having one truth-
value over the other. B. Armour-Garb and J. A. Woodbridge, ‘Liars, Truthtellers, and Naysayers: A Broader View of Semantic
Pathology I’, (2012) 32 Language & Communication 293, at 297.

74Schauer, supra note 60, at 78.
75Schauer, ibid., at 79; H. Kelsen, Pure Theory of Law (1967), at 201, 204.
76See, e.g., T. E. Pettys, ‘The Myth of the Written Constitution’, (2009) 84 Notre Dame L. Rev. 991; A. Marciano,

‘Introduction: Constitutional Myths’, in A. Marciano (ed.), Constitutional Mythologies: New Perspectives on Controlling
the State (2011), 1; I. Ward, ‘Mythologies of English Constitutionalism’, (2004) 15 King’s Law Journal 132.
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of the type envisaged above has indeed evolved in the domain of CSR standards.77 We found that
our sample of 57 prominent CSR codes78 formed a well-connected citation network: 53 of 57 codes
(92.98 per cent) were part of one network, that is, they either cited at least one other code or were
cited by another code. We found that the network included 1,538,060 cycles linking the nodes.
A cycle is a sequence of nodes in which each node cites the next one in the cycle, and the ‘last’ node
cites the ‘first’ (the denotation of first and last is, naturally, arbitrary). Each cycle differs in the
number and identity of its nodes (thus, A → B → C is different from A → B → C → D).
We omitted trivial cycles formed by self-citation (A → A) and deleted duplicate cycles. The four
longest cycles in the network included 28 nodes, and the 27 shortest cycles included two nodes
that cited each other. The graph of the citation network is shown in Figure 2.

I also examined the extent to which the standards contain references to the 1992 Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD).79 I selected the CBD because it is one of the central global envi-
ronmental treaties. I found that out of the 57 codes, 11 included references to the CBD, with
different levels of intensity (see Table 2).

The existence of a dense structure of cross-references in the CSR domain constitutes a first step
in my argument. It does not provide evidence for the emergence of legal validity or legal authority,
which is much more difficult to capture empirically.

Figure 2. The citation graph of CSR codes (citation layer).

77See Perez and Stegmann, supra note 56.
78See Appendix B for the full list of codes.
79The Convention on Biological Diversity, available at www.cbd.int/convention/.
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3.2.3 The constitutional aspects of network legality
An important feature of the model of transnational networked authority is that it allows us to
distinguish between constitutionalized structures of legal authority and power-based regulatory
structures.80 Some authors, such as Veerle Heyvaert and Martin Loughlin, have argued that trans-
national (or global) law should be understood principally as a form of regulatory action: ‘expres-
sion of a type of instrumental reason that informs the guidance, control, and evaluation
mechanisms of the many regulatory regimes that now permeate contemporary life’.81

The main challenge faced by the idea of network constitutionalism is to explain how a reflexive
communicative dynamic can emerge despite the lack of an institutional infrastructure of the type
that exists in the national domain (in particular, the triad of supreme court, parliament, and
executive branch). I argue that the densification of multi-layered links in a system of PTRs
can facilitate the emergence of cross-network, reflexive communicative processes of legitimation
and accountability that are characteristic of constitutional regimes. I argue further that the
network dynamic can also give rise to the emergence of institutionalmechanisms of co-ordination
and accountability that can enhance the reflexivity of the network. The outcome of these processes
is a new type of emergent constitutional structure – networked constitutionalism – which
transcends the instrumental rationalities of each regime considered alone. Unlike the hierarchical
structure of state-based constitutionalism, networked constitutional structures are horizontal.
They are based on horizontal forms of accountability that stress mutual monitoring and review,
peer accountability, and transparency. Previous studies that explored the idea of network-driven
accountability82 have stopped short of embedding it in explicit network analysis.83

Table 2. References to the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity

CBD Citations

CSR Code Non-Weighted Weighted

1 ASC 1 15

2 AWS 1 1

3 FI 1 8

4 FSC 1 28

5 GRI 1 8

6 ISO 26000 1 1

7 MSC 1 4

8 PEFC 1 1

9 PT 1 1

10 RSB 1 2

11 UEBT 1 27

Total 11 96

80See M. Loughlin, ‘The Misconceived Search for Global Law’, (2017) 8 Transnational Legal Theory 353, at 356.
81Ibid., at 356; V. Heyvaert, Transnational Environmental Regulation and Governance: Purpose, Strategies and Principles

(2018), 208.
82K. Bäckstrand, F. Zelli and P. Schleifer, ‘Legitimacy and Accountability in Polycentric Climate Governance’, in A. Jordan

et al. (eds.), Governing Climate Change: Polycentricity in Action (2018), 338; J. Black, ‘Constructing and Contesting Legitimacy
and Accountability in Polycentric Regulatory Regimes’, (2008) 2 Regulation & Governance 137; C. Harlow and R. Rawlings,
‘Promoting Accountability in Multilevel Governance: A Network Approach’, (2007) 13 European Law Journal 542.

83Bäckstrand, Zelli and Schleifer, ibid.; F. Biermann and A. Gupta, ‘Accountability and Legitimacy in Earth System
Governance: A Research Framework, (2011) 70 Ecological Economics 1856.
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Networked constitutionalism depends therefore both on the development of opportunities for
reflexive communication through network-driven forms of interconnectedness and on the evolu-
tion of second-order mechanisms of co-ordination, accountability and review. Such network-
based reflexive political structure can emerge through the evolution of dense inter-connectivity
across the layers that link the PTR institutions. The direct institutional links between PTR organ-
izations create a space for direct dialogue and monitoring. Affiliation structures that link
PTR organizations with third parties, such as certified corporations, umbrella organizations
(e.g., ISEAL Alliance), compliance assurance or auditing bodies, public international law bodies
such as UNEP or ILO, and civic organizations such as World Wildlife Fund, Amnesty
International, and Oxfam International provide extensive opportunities for political deliberation.
By creating a space for deliberation, observation, and cross monitoring the PTR network can
facilitate the emergence of a reflexive network dynamics.

But network constitutionalism also depends on the evolution of central mechanisms of
co-ordination, accountability and review. Accountability refers to the normative and practical
capacity of some actors to hold other actors accountable to a set of normative requirements,
to judge whether they have met their responsibilities under these requirements, and to impose
sanctions in case of failure.84 In the CSR domain for example, prominent examples of account-
ability mechanisms include the meta-regulatory standards of ISEAL and AccountAbility’s
AA1000AP (2018) standard. ISEAL’s Code of Good Practice requires standard setters to engage
with a balanced and representative group of stakeholders in the development of standards,85 and
ISEAL’s Assurance Code requires scheme owners to establish a procedure for complaint resolu-
tion, with the powers to investigate and take appropriate action about relevant complaints.86 The
AccountAbility AA1000AP (2018) standard supports both organizational users and assurance
providers by furnishing a roadmap for achieving accountability, which it defines as ‘the state
of acknowledging, assuming responsibility for and being transparent about the impacts of an
organisation’s policies, decisions, actions, products, services and associated performance’.87

The evolution of network-wide accountability mechanisms is critical for the legitimacy of the
network and its constituents.88

My previous work on the network of CSR regimes provides tentative support for the idea
of network constitutionalism. In an article, co-authored with Reuven Cohen and Nir
Schreiber, we studied a sample of 49 prominent CSR regimes. We analysed the direct institutional
links between the CSR schemes (the organizationally derived network, the ODN layer).89

We distinguished between five types of institutional connections: governance, partnership,
compliance co-operation, membership, and support. Institutional links are directed, except for
partnership, which is symmetrical. This analysis generated a directed and unconnected graph with
61 nodes and 116 edges. We considered all edges as bi-directional because the direction of the
edges (as derived from the institutional analysis) was not critical for the analysis of network
dynamics (e.g., diffusion of ideas and norms). We focused on the largest weakly connected
component (WCC), which consisted of 46 organizations. The analysis of the ODN revealed a

84Bäckstrand, Zelli and Schleifer, ibid., at 344.
85‘Code of Good Practice: Setting Social and Environmental Standards, Version 6.0-December 2014’, ISEAL, Clauses 5.4,

5.6, available at www.isealalliance.org/defining-credible-practice/iseal-codes-good-practice.
86‘Assuring Compliance with Social and Environmental Standards - ISEAL Code of Good Practice, Version 2.0 – January

2018’, ISEAL, para. 5.1.12, available at www.isealalliance.org/defining-credible-practice/iseal-codes-good-practice.
87AA1000 Accountability Principles (2018), 12, available at www.accountability.org/standards/.
88I refer in this context both to the normative aspect of legitimacy (which questions whether the exercise of authority

conforms to principles of democratic governance and universal morality) and to its pragmatic aspect (which focuses on
the public perception of the authority). J. Tallberg and M. Zürn, ‘The Legitimacy and Legitimation of International
Organizations: Introduction and Framework’, (2019) 14(4) Review of International Organizations 581.

89O. Perez, R. Cohen and N. Schreiber, ‘Governance through Global Networks and Corporate Signaling’, (2019)
13 Regulation and Governance 447. See Appendix A for the full list of codes.
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significant level of inter-institutional ties.90 Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the ODN.
Large and dark circles correspond to nodes with large incoming degrees. The brightness of the

edges is proportional with the incoming and outgoing degree of the node.
The analysis also provides evidence for the emergence of central co-ordinating nodes that can

influence the flow of information within the system.91 The authority of these co-ordinating PTR
regimes is an emergent property that arises from their network position and is therefore distinct
from the conventional hierarchical governance found in public law settings. The model of trans-
national networked authority suggests that PTR networks can develop informal steering mech-
anisms based on the spontaneous emergence of nodes with higher degrees. These centralized
nodes can influence the flow of information within the network even without formal powers.92

The analysis of the ODN layer revealed the central position of several organizations: GRI, ISEAL,
RC-GLOBAL (Responsible Care), UNEP, and UNGC.93 We complemented the analysis of the

Figure 3. The organizationally derived network (ODN).

90The following topological measures were found regarding ODN: nodes (46); edges (84), diameter (6); average distance
(2.749), density (0.081).

91S. Puig, ‘Social Capital in the Arbitration Market’, (2014) 25 European Journal of International Law 387.
92Whereas the model assume that the distinct regimes acquire formal authority vis-à-vis their regulatory subjects

(e.g., certified firms) the internal authority of central regimes is assumed to be informal.
93Perez, Cohen and Schreiber, supra note 89. We base our analysis on the degree of the different PTR regimes and on their

betweenness centrality (which calculates how many times an actor is positioned on the shortest path linking two other actors);
C. Prell, Social network analysis: History, Theory and Methodology (2012), 103.
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ODN layer by considering the affiliation network of organizations and firms (which consisted of
49 regimes and 31,987 firms).94 This analysis corroborated the former results, revealing the central
position of several additional regimes: CDP, RSPO (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil), SA8000
(Social Accountability 8000) and WEP (Women’s Empowerment Principles).95 These findings
suggest that despite the lack of formal hierarchy, some institutions may evolve into co-ordinating
hubs that play a leading role in the network’s dynamics.96

The first co-ordination function that these schemes provide is normative. Some pivotal insti-
tutions, such as GRI and UNGC, produce general overarching norms. Other central organizations,
such as WEP, SA8000, and CDP, produce more particularistic norms (gender equality, labour
rights, carbon accounting), which have gained cross-sectorial influence. The second type of
co-ordinating function is institutional: organizations such as ISEAL play a key role in bringing
the PTRs together. It is beyond the scope of this article to examine in detail the function that
each of these institutions plays. I focus on two key examples. The UN Global Compact Ten
Principles have become the cornerstone of the CSR policy of many corporations. This is reflected
both by the large number of organizations that are associated with the UNGC (19,290 as of
26 December 2021)97 and by the incorporation of the UNGC Principles into the supplier codes
of conduct of private corporations.98 ISEAL Alliance develops meta-regulatory standards, focusing
on such questions as public engagement and transparency.99 It also develops geospatial data and
mapping tools, such as the Certification Atlas, which allows members and the public at large to
evaluate the spread of CSR certifications and to overlay information on certified entities with other
geospatial data.100

3.2.4 Network steering: The power of synergy
Steering refers to the capacity of transnational legal systems to influence the behaviour of third
parties without the support of state administrative infrastructure (external steering).101 Legal
systems cannot persist if they have no steering capacity.102 External steering can be attributed,
first, to the binding power of private transnational norms. The self-validation capacity of PTR
networks invests the rules promulgated by network members with normative power, irrespective

94This analysis focused on the induced graph (the affiliation layer, ANC), which assumes that two CSR regimes are linked
by an edge if there is a firm that is a member of both schemes or holds a certificate from both. All the data reflect membership
or certification as of December 31, 2014. See Appendix A.

95For a study of bipartite (affiliation) networks in the international domain see J. Beckfield, ‘The Social Structure of the
World Polity’, (2010) 115 American Journal of Sociology 1018.

96See K. Abbott and D. Snidal, ‘International Regulation without International Government: Improving Io Performance
through Orchestration’, (2010) 5 Review of International Organizations 315; J. Ruggie, ‘Global Governance. Net: The Global
Compact as Learning Network’, (2001) 7 Global Governance 371.

97See ‘Our Participants’ at www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants.
98Kasey McCall-Smith and Andreas Rühmkorf have analysed the codes of conducts of a sample of 30 FTSE1000 companies

and found that the UNGC was one of the most frequently cited CSR standards. K. McCall-Smith and A. Rühmkorf,
‘From International Law to National Law: The Opportunities and Limits of Contractual CSR Supply Chain Governance’,
in V. Ulfbeck and A. Horowitz (eds.), Corporate Social Responsibility in Supply Chains: Contract and Tort – Interplay
and Overlap (2019), 15, at 17–20.

99See, e.g., ISEAL Code of Good Practice, supra note 85.
100See ‘ISEAL Certification Atlas: Putting certified sites on the map’, available at www.isealalliance.org/innovations-

standards/innovations-projects/iseal-certification-atlas-putting-certified-sites-map.
101See in this context the debate on ‘greenwash’; F. Zerbini, ‘CSR Initiatives as Market Signals: A Review and Research

Agenda’, (2015) 146 Journal of Business Ethics 1, at 14–15; D. Berliner and A. Prakash, ‘“Bluewashing” the Firm?
Voluntary Regulations, Program Design, and Member Compliance with the United Nations Global Compact’, (2015)
43 Policy Studies Journal 115, at 116.

102Frederick Schauer has made a similar argument, referring to the legal system’s capacity to use sanctions: ‘although
we know that a legal system could in theory exist without sanctions and without coercion, we know as well that, with
somewhere between few and no exceptions, no such legal systems actually exist’. Schauer, supra note 60, at 93.
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of the coercive capacity of the system.103 The second mechanism reflects the synergistic effect of the
network. The links between the various regimes and their enforcement mechanisms generate
positive externalities and a synergistic effect that enhances the regulatory efficacy of the PTRs.
This synergistic effect materializes only when the network exceeds certain structural and dynamic
thresholds across its various layers.

I argued above that the institutional links between PTR bodies (e.g., CSR organizations) create a
synergistic effect that enhances the regulatory efficacy of the network (both from an aggregated
perspective and from the individual perspective of the member regimes), by creating positive
externalities between the enforcement mechanisms of the various regimes.104 In the context of
the CSR regimes, I argue that the normative and compliance complementarities between the
CSR schemes make it more difficult for firms that take on the commitments of several schemes
to renege on their CSR commitments.105 A good example of this synergistic effect is the issue of
disclosure. Many CSR schemes include disclosure requirements. For example, Global Compact,
Responsible Care, and Equator Principles have developed unique reporting frameworks that are
embedded in their institutional structure.106 As a firm takes on the disclosure requirements of
several CSR schemes, which may cover different aspects of its operations, it becomes much more
difficult for it to cheat vis-à-vis each of the CSR schemes because its organizational structure
becomes more transparent. These synergistic effects represent both synergies of scale (because
they depend on the existence of a sufficiently large network involving both codes and firms)
and functional complementarities (reflecting how different CSR schemes mutually supply each
other’s lack).

In a recent paper with Reuven Cohen and Nir Schreiber, we tested the synergy hypothesis
empirically.107 We hypothesized that firms with multiple CSR certifications display a stronger
CSR performance than do their peers with fewer certifications. Our hypothesis was based on a
network signalling model (NS model), according to which firms use multiple certifications to
signal their type: green firms use certification or membership in CSR schemes to distinguish
themselves from green-washers.108 What makes certification or membership in CSR schemes a
credible signal is the differential cost structure of multiple certifications. The cost of multiple certif-
ications is higher for an untruthful firm than for an honest one. The credibility of the signal is
preserved because it is costly to produce. According to the NS model, the number of certifications
correlates positively with CSR performance.

To test this hypothesis, we compared our data on multiple certifications with data on global
CSR rankings, obtained from Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI) and FTSE4Good, which are
widely considered to be credible proxies for good CSR performance.109 We found, first, that firms

103J. Nadler, ‘Expressive Law, Social Norms, and Social Groups’, (2017) 42(1) Law & Social Inquiry 60; T. Risse, ‘Global
Governance and Communicative Action’, (2014) 39 Government and Opposition 288, at 292–3.

104For a more detailed elaboration of the synergy effect see Perez, Cohen and Schreiber, supra note 89.
105The idea of synergistic governance is also explored in L. Albareda and S. Waddock, ‘Networked CSR Governance:

A Whole Network Approach to Meta-Governance’, (2018) 57 Business & Society 636, at 656.
106Global Compact signatories are required to produce an annual ‘Communication on Progress’ (COP), which is considered

a key component of their commitment (www.unglobalcompact.org/participation/report); Art. 10 of the 2013
Equator Principles sets out detailed reporting obligations for members (equator-principles.com/members-reporting/);
performance monitoring and reporting are also considered a pillar of the Responsible Care program. (responsiblecare.
americanchemistry.com/Performance-Management/).

107Perez, Cohen and Schreiber, supra note 89.
108We distinguished between two types of firms: ‘green’, which are firms that join CSR schemes and are committed to

implementing their norms, and ‘greenwashers’, which are firms that join CSR schemes but have no intention of implementing
them.

109For both, the data were for 31 December 2014. See M. Wu and C. Shen, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility in the Banking
Industry: Motives and Financial Performance’, (2013) 37 Journal of Banking & Finance 3529, at 3531; Lourenço et al.,
‘The Value Relevance of Reputation for Sustainability Leadership’, (2014) 119 Journal of Business Ethics 17; I. Montiel and
J. Delgado-Ceballos, ‘Defining and Measuring Corporate Sustainability’, (2014) 27 Organization & Environment 113.
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selected as constituents of either the DJSI or the FTSE4Good sustainability indices were more
likely to be part of the CSR-scheme network, that is, to be certified by at least one code, than
were firms that were not selected from the universe of candidate firms. Furthermore, we found
that a firm that was certified by multiple schemes was more likely to be included in the indices
than one with fewer certifications, that is, as the number of certifications grows, so does the prob-
ability of a firm being included. By showing that firms with a larger number of certifications
demonstrate stronger sustainability performance, these findings provide tentative support for
the synergistic argument. Further research, using longitudinal data, is needed for a complete
corroboration of this claim.

4. The legal-doctrinal effect of private transnational norms
The idea of transnational network authority can change the way courts and other legal decision
makers treat private transnational norms. Below I illustrate this thesis using examples from the
CSR domain.

4.1 Network authority and the public recognition of PTR norms

As national and international regulatory schemes are becoming increasingly dependent on PTRs,
the question of how to select and monitor these private schemes is becoming particularly critical.
Two examples can illustrate this problem. The Paris Agreement has formally recognized the
potential contribution of non-governmental bodies to the fight against climate change by estab-
lishing the Non-State Actor Zone for Climate Action.110 The most recent manifestation of this
trend is the Race To Zero (RTZ) campaign, which formed a coalition of leading net zero initiatives
in the largest ever alliance committed to achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2050.111 The RTZ
campaign has established a unique set of minimum criteria required for participation in it, and an
institutional body (the Expert Peer Review Group) that is responsible for managing the
campaign.112 RTZ criteria provide a general framework for reduction of emissions, but they leave
out many critical issues, such as the way in which credits should be used in neutralization
claims.113 These questions are left unanswered by the Paris framework. Private standards, such
as the Gold Standard, the Verra VCS Standard, Plan Vivo, and the American Carbon Registry
Standard provide varied responses to this lacuna.114 It remains unclear, however, how to choose
between the various standards.

Another example is the European Union Directive 2014/95/EU on the disclosure of
non-financial and diversity information by certain large undertakings and groups (the NFI
Directive).115 The NFI Directive requires large public-interest companies with more than

110See Art. 4(b) and Decision 1/CP21, paras. 118, 134, 135; ‘Actors Engaging in Climate Actions’, available at climateaction.
unfccc.int.

111See Race to Zero, available at racetozero.unfccc.int/.
112See ‘Defining the “Starting Line”: Minimum Criteria Required for Participation in the Race to Zero Campaign’ and ‘Race

to Zero Terms of Reference: Expert Peer Review Group’, available at unfccc.int/climate-action/race-to-zero-campaign#eq-6.
113E.g., regarding the way in which sinks or credits should be used in neutralization claims (‘Interpretation Guide: Race to

Zero Expert Peer Review Group Version 1.0 April 2021’, ibid.
114Gold Standard, available at www.goldstandard.org/; Verra, available at verra.org/project/vcs-program/; Plan Vivo,

available at www.planvivo.org/standard-and-governance; American Carbon Registry, available at americancarbonregistry.
org/. See N. Kreibich and L. Hermwille, ‘Caught in between: credibility and feasibility of the voluntary carbon market
post-2020’, (2021) 21 Climate Policy 939.

115Directive 2014/95/EU as regards disclosure of non-financial and diversity information by certain large undertakings and
groups of 22 October 2014. For another illustration of how private norms may penetrate the public law corpus see the discus-
sion of tuna labelling standards in the WTO Tuna II case; Panel and Appellate Body Reports on United States – Measures
Concerning the Importation, Marketing and Sale of Tuna and Tuna Products, WT/DS381/; AB/R, adopted 13 June 2012,
as discussed in Pauwelyn, Wessel and Wouters, supra note 4, at 759–60.
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500 employees to publish reports on the policies they implement in relation to environment
protection, treatment of employees, respect for human rights, anti-corruption, and diversity
on company boards. It gives companies significant flexibility regarding the way in which they
carry out their obligations under the Directive. The Commission has published two guidelines
on the methodology for reporting non-financial information (according to Article 2 of the
Directive). One of the key issues explored in the guidelines is their consistency with recognized
reporting standards.

I argue that network thinking can offer valuable insights regarding the design of hybrid public-
private schemes. Standards that are part of a constitutionalized network and occupy a more
central position in it should be given more credence than comparable standards that are not part
of such a network or are highly peripheral.116 Indeed, some of the disclosure standards that were
listed above as key actors in the CSR network, such as UNGC, GRI, and CDP, were also included
in the Commission Guidelines.117

4.2 Transnational regulatory liability

The idea that network-embedded PTR organizations can produce binding norms should change
the way we think about the liability of PTR organizations. If the norms produced through PTR
networks are not merely ‘cheap talk’, the potential liability of PTR organizations to harm caused
by a faulty exercise of their authority comes as a natural corollary. The idea that PTR organizations
may be subject to tort liability departs from current transnational law theorization, which has
tended to focus primarily on the liability of multinational enterprises.118 It is inspired by two legal
doctrines, statutory torts, and constitutional torts,119 but goes beyond these, by grounding the
liability of PTR bodies in jurisprudential structures that they themselves have created.
Although this idea has not been explored in the current transnational law litigation, it is possible
to find some tentative support for it in recent case law.

To illustrate this point, I focus on a particular case study, the Ali Enterprises disaster. As this
case illustrates, the liability of PTR organizations may arise through two different paths: (i) a faulty
design of the applicable standard, leading to an adverse outcome (e.g., health and safety standard);
and (ii) a faulty implementation of a (non-faulty) standard, similarly leading to an adverse
outcome. In both cases, liability can be grounded either in the norms created by the network
or in general principles of tort law.120 The discussion below does not resolve all the questions that
the idea of PTR liability raises, and I defer an exhaustive discussion of the doctrinal aspects of this
thesis to future work.

On 11 September 2012, Ali Enterprises, a sewing factory based in Pakistan, exploded into
flames, claiming the lives of 258 people, and seriously injuring 32.121 Ali Enterprises, which

116As I note in the conclusion, it may also be possible to distinguish in this context between core and peripheral standards.
117‘Guidelines on non-financial reporting (methodology for reporting non-financial information)’ (2017/C 215/01),

at 3; ‘Guidelines on non-financial reporting: Supplement on reporting climate-related information’ (2019/C 209/01), at 8.
118E.g., P. Muchlinski, ‘The Changing Face of Transnational Business Governance: Private Corporate Law liability and

Accountability of Transnational Groups in a Post-Financial Crisis World’, (2011) 18 Indiana Journal of Global Legal
Studies 665.

119See C. Van Dam, European Tort Law (2013), 279; R. Fallon, ‘Bidding Farewell to Constitutional Torts’, (2019) 107 Calif.
L. Rev 933; M. Geistfeld, ‘Tort Law in the Age of Statutes’, 99 Iowa L. Rev. 957.

120The liability of the standard-setting body may be grounded in a meta-regulatory standard such as ISEAL ‘Code of Good
Practice’, supra note 85 (Clause 6.2 Performance Level); the liability of the compliance agent may be grounded in particular
standards such as SA8000.

121See the report of the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, available at www.ecchr.eu/en/case/kik-
paying-the-price-for-clothing-production-in-south-asia/. In another disaster, which took place in 2013, the Rana Plaza factory
collapsed, leaving 1,129 Bangladeshi workers dead. See the decision of the Canadian Court of Appeal for Ontario in
Das v. George Weston Limited, 2018 ONCA 1053; A. Trebilcock, ‘The Rana Plaza Disaster Seven Years On: Transnational
Experiments and Perhaps a New Treaty?’, (2020) 159 International Labour Review 545.
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was one of the main suppliers of the German textile producer and retailer KiK, received its SA8000
safety certification in August 2012, a month before the deadly accident.122 RINA Services
SpA (RINA), an Italian company, issued the certificate for the factory.123 RINA operates as a
compliance agent, which provides inspection, assessment, and certification services.124

The Ali Express certification followed an inspection by RI&CA, a RINA subcontractor in
Karachi. Investigations conducted after the fire showed that hundreds of lives could have been
saved if lax safety standards in the factory had been identified and acted upon on time.125

Claims against the factory focused on the presence of heavy iron bars on the windows,126 the lack
of emergency exits,127 the fact that the few available exits were locked, and generally highlight the
lack of adequate fire safety measures.128

Here I focus on the potential liability of Social Accountability International (SAI) (the
developer of the SA 8000 standard) and RINA (its compliance agent) for the damage, leaving aside
the question of the potential liability of KiK.129 I argue that the liability of SAI and RINA stems
from their being part of a constitutionalized PTR network. It is only because we take seriously the
regulatory power of SAI and RINA, that it makes sense to examine their responsibility for the
Ali Enterprises tragedy. The Ali Enterprises case has led to multiple lawsuits and extensive
deliberation in various fora, in which the responsibility of both SAI and RINA for the accident
was discussed. For example, following the accident, SAI took various steps to improve the fire
safety components of the SA8000 standard, noting in a summary document that the Ali
Enterprises ‘tragedy was a watershed moment that resulted in a series of productive improvements
in SA8000’s health and safety performance element specifications to improve emergency
preparedness and fire safety’.130

The responsibility of RINA for the accident was discussed by the Italian OECD National
Contact Point (NCP), following a complaint filed by an international coalition of eight human
rights, labour, and consumer organizations, under the framework of the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises. Although NCPs, unlike national courts, lack the authority to determine
the liability of a party to an accident, and their primary function is to promote a shared resolution
of issues related to the implementation of the OECD Guidelines, the decisions of the Italian NCP
in this case indicate that it considered that RINA should bear responsibility for the accident. In its
Initial Assessment of the case, the Italian NCO noted that ‘the high number of victims of the fire is
an indicator that the factory was lacking the basic conditions of a safe working environment, as

122European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, Case Report: RINA Certifies Safety Before Factory Fire in
Pakistan, available at www.ecchr.eu/fileadmin/Fallbeschreibungen/CaseReport_KiK_RINA_December2020.pdf.

123C. Terwindt et al., ‘Supply Chain Liability: Pushing the Boundaries of the Common Law?’, (2017) 8 J. European. Tort Law
261, at 261.

124Ibid.
125Ibid., at 262.
126Ibid., at 271.
127Ibid.
128Ibid., at 210.
129Supported by the NGOs European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights and Medico International, a group of

surviving workers and relatives of the deceased brought legal action against KiK before the regional court of Dortmund,
Germany. The claimants sought damages on the grounds that the company violated its obligation to monitor and enforce
the fire and safety regulations which were set out in the code of conduct of the German firm, and were incorporated into the
terms of the purchase contract between the parties. The main question before the court was whether the contract has granted
enforceable rights to the employees of the Pakistani firm. See Jabir et al. v. KiK Textilien & Non-Food GmbH; B. Reinke
and P. Zumbansen, ‘Transnational Liability Regimes in Contract, Tort and Corporate Law: Comparative Observations on
‘Global Supply Chain Liability’, (2019) TLI Think! Paper 4/2019; King’s College London Law School Research Paper
No. 2019-18, available at ssrn.com/abstract=3312916. This question was not resolved by the court, as the case was ultimately
dismissed due to procedural issues, see Reinke and Zumbansen ibid., at 29.

130See SAI, ‘Report Addendum: Fire Safety in Pakistan andWorldwide’, 3 May 2013 (unpublished memo, available from the
author).
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required by the OECD Guidelines, international law and the SA8000 Standard’. It noted further
that ‘[c]onsidering all the above, the complaint seems material and substantiated, and it can be
found a link between the enterprise’s [RINA’s] activities and the issue raised’.131 Based on this
analysis, the NCP has made three recommendations in its Final Statement regarding RINA’s
responsibility:132

1. ‘[T]he Company make a humanitarian gesture without any implication in terms of liability’;
2. ‘[T]he Company take action to show its sympathy for the tragic event’;
3. ‘[T]he Company when operating in countries and sectors at risk, such as in the case of the

textile sector in Pakistan, carry out a risk-based due diligence effective and adequate to the
risks registered, as recommended by the OECD Guidelines’.

5. Policy implications and future challenges
In this article I developed a relational model of transnational legal authority, which is
based on a network analysis of the interactions between private transnational regulatory regimes.
By offering a further layer of governance functionality that complements the international
treaty system, PTR networks can contribute to the resilience of the global governance system
by increasing its diversity and by providing redundancy. Diversity provides governance systems
with multiple, alternative courses of action; when a system experiences disruption along one
pathway, an alternative pathway can be used to achieve the same goal. Redundancy provides
the system with ‘insurance’ by allowing some system elements to compensate for the loss or failure
of others. Diversity and redundancy become important for the functionality of the system in times
of crisis.133

At the same time, using the steering potential of PTR networks raises a complex design
challenge, reflecting the intrinsic difficulty of controlling self-organized systems. Guided
self-organization requires policymakers to tread a fine line between over-engineering, which could
undermine the self-organizing capacity of the system, and an overly lax supervisory approach,
which could increase the non-determinism of the system and undermine policy reliance ex ante.134

Achieving the right balance between design and self-organization constitutes a significant
theoretical and policy challenge.

The analysis in this article amounts only to a first step in the full elaboration of the
concept of transnational networked authority. I can list three key challenges that should be
addressed in future research, involving both the sociological and doctrinal aspects of my argument.
The first challenge concerns the dynamics of PTRs networks. It involves three interrelated questions:

(1) the expansion of the network through the addition of new nodes (e.g., PTRs, firms, and other
non-state organizations). The expansion of PTRs networks may be driven by different
mechanisms such as (a) preferential attachment: the preference of firms to link with more

131Initial Assessment made by the Italian National Contact Point, appended to the Final Statement, 9 December 2020,
paras. 102, 104, available at pcnitalia.mise.gov.it/index.php/en/specific-instances/specific-instances-submitted-to-the-ncp.

132Ibid., para. 49. Unfortunately, the NCP was unable to secure a satisfactory compromise between the parties.
A description of the failed negotiations can be found at www.ecchr.eu/en/case/after-factory-fire-in-pakistan-proceedings-
against-auditor-in-italy/.

133E. Barasa, R. Mbau and L. Gilson, ‘What is Resilience and How Can it be Nurtured? A Systematic Review of Empirical
Literature on Organizational Resilience’, (2018) 7 International Journal of Health Policy and Management 491.

134There is a deep tension between the notion of design, which assumes a methodical planning process with predictable
outcomes, and the notion of self-organization, which assumes a non-deterministic, spontaneous dynamics with emergent
features. M. Prokopenko, ‘Design Versus Self-Organization’, in M. Prokopenko (ed.), Advances in Applied Self-Organizing
Systems. Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing (2013), 3, 4.
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highly connected PTRs;135 (b) regulatory reputation: the preference of firms to link with
PTRs with stricter compliance framework, irrespective of their degree centrality; and
(c) structural homophily: the preference of firms to connect with PTRs with similar policy
objectives.136 Exploring these alternative explanations requires further empirical work
based on longitudinal data.137

(2) The formation of new links between existing network nodes (e.g., through the certification of
firms by existing PTRs). This question raises further puzzles, for example, how the forma-
tion of links in one layer (e.g., direct organizational ties) influences the formation of links in
another (e.g., citation layer).

(3) The dynamics of information flow. Switching to a multi-layer perspective exposes the
multiple paths through which information can flow between different nodes, potentially
shifting between different layers. Studying the spread of information in legal contexts
presents a theoretical and empirical challenge, which has not been adequately addressed
in the current legal and network literature.138

A second theoretical and empirical challenge concerns the idea that PTRs may possess varying
degrees of authority, which depend both on the overall structure of the network and on its posi-
tional properties.139 One way to understand this claim is to distinguish between regimes that are
located at the core of the network and those that are located at its periphery. In a core-periphery
structure, some nodes are part of a densely connected core and others are part of a sparsely
connected periphery. Core nodes tend to be reasonably well-connected both to other core nodes
and to peripheral nodes; peripheral nodes are not well-connected to either core nodes or to each
other.140 A core structure in a network is thus not merely densely connected but also tends to be
‘central’ to the network (e.g., with respect to the mean closeness of core nodes to other nodes in the
network).141 From a jurisprudential perspective, core regimes are assumed to possess stronger
legal force than peripheral ones, and consequently their normative output should receive more
weight by state regulators and state courts. A similar distinction can be developed between
networks that have different levels of cross-layer density. More work needs to be done in clarifying
the relation between network properties (core-periphery, density), the legal force of the relevant
regime, and the policy and doctrinal implications of this degree-based framework.

Finally, more work should be done on refining the doctrinal implications of the idea of network
authority, especially with respect to the potential liability of PTRs and other actors that take part in
transnational value chains.

135A. Barabási, ‘Scale-Free Networks: A Decade and Beyond’, (2009) 325(5939) Science 412.
136M. McPherson, L. Smith-Lovin and J. M. Cook, ‘Birds of a Feather: Homophily in Social Networks’, (2001) 27 Annual

Review of Sociology 415.
137To address these questions researchers will need to develop original datasets on PTRs and their inter-connections.

In the field of international relations, there has been a concerted effort, dating back to the 1980s, to develop datasets focusing
on inter-state militarized conflicts, international crisis behaviour, treaty membership, and more. See Z. Maoz, Networks of
Nations: The Evolution, Structure, and Impact of International Networks, 1816–2001 (2010), at 16–17.

138See, for example, the analysis of the spread of gossip in organizations: T. J. Grosser, V. Lopez-Kidwell and G. Labianca,
‘A Social Network Analysis of Positive and Negative Gossip in Organizational Life’, (2010) 35 Group & Organization
Management 177.

139On quasi-legality see generally O. Perez, ‘Fuzzy law: A theory of quasi-legal systems’, (2015) 28 Canadian Journal of Law
& Jurisprudence 343.

140See Rombach et al., ‘Core-periphery Structure in Networks (Revisited)’, (2017) 59 SIAM Review 619, at 620; Gopal et al.,
‘Characterizing Urban Landscapes Using Fuzzy Sets’, (2016) 57 Computers, Environment and Urban Systems 212.

141Closeness centrality measures the mean distance from a vertex to other vertices.
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Appendix A. The List of CSR Schemes

Distribution of Degrees in
the Institutional Connection
Layer (ODN)

Distribution of
Degrees in the
Affiliation Layer

(ANC) Initials Code/Institution

1 11 ASC 1. Aquaculture Stewardship Council

2 19 BCI 2. Better Cotton Initiative

2 18 BONSUCRO 3. Better Sugar Cane Initiative

2 21 BSCI 4. Business Social Compliance Initiative

7 41 CDP 5. Carbon Disclosure Project

8 CP
(carbon)

6. Carbon Principles

11 CWP 7. Climate Wise Principles

5 7 UTZ 8. Code of Conduct for the Tea, Coffee and
Cocoa Sectors

3 15 4C 9. Common Code for the Coffee Community

2 10 RJC 10. Council for Responsible Jewelry Practices
Code of Conduct

26 EMAS 11. Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

12 EICC 12. Electronic Industry Code of Conduct

15 EP 13. Equator Principles

3 2 ETP 14. Ethical Tea Partnership

4 12 ETI 15. Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code

2 16 FLA 16. Fair Labor Association workplace code
of conduct

7 FWF 17. Fair Wear Foundation

5 FI* 18. Fairtrade International

4 FSC* 19. Forest Stewardship Council Principles
and Criteria

2 GAP* 20. Global Gap

11 44 GRI 21. Global Reporting Initiative

GCS* 22. GoodCorporation standard - with the
Institute of Business Ethics

3 1 GW 23. GoodWeave

2 18 GGP 24. Greenhouse Gas Product Certification
Standard

7 20 RC-GLOBAL 25. International Council of Chemical
Associations - Responsible Care

13 ICTI 26. International Council of Toy Industries - ICTI
CARE (Caring, Awareness, Responsible,
Ethical) Process

1 7 ICMM 27. International Council on Mining and Metals
(ICMM) Sustainable Development Principles

(Continued)
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Appendix A. (Continued )

Distribution of Degrees in
the Institutional Connection
Layer (ODN)

Distribution of
Degrees in the
Affiliation Layer

(ANC) Initials Code/Institution

9 ISO* 28. International Organization for
Standardization (ISO 14001)

IiI* 29. Investing in Integrity

IIP* 30. Investors in People Standard

1 23 LBG 31. London Benchmarking Group

2 OEKO 32. OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

0 PT 33. ProTerra

1 11 RC-
AUSTRALIA

34. Responsible Care Australia

1 7 RC-
CANADA

35. Responsible Care Canada

1 8 RC-
FINLAND

36. Responsible Care Finland

1 15 RC-
GERMANY

37. Responsible Care Germany

1 15 RC-USA 38. Responsible Care USA

1 5 RTRS 39. Round Table Responsible Soy

4 33 RSPO 40. Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil

8 23 SA8000 41. Social Accountability 8000

1 21 TE 42. Textile Exchange

5 AWS* 43. The Alliance for Water Stewardship

2 18 CG 44. The Climate Group Principles www.
theclimategroup.org/sites/default/files/
archive/files/The-Climate-Principles-English.
pdf

7 19 CERES 45. The Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies - CERES Principles -
Ceres Company Network

1 5 GSTC 46. The Global Sustainable Tourism Council

2 GEO* 47. The Golf Environment

17 ISEAL* 48. The global membership association for
credible sustainability standards

2 12 MSC 49. The Marine Stewardship Council Principles
and Criteria

3 4 RSB 50. The Mission of the Roundtable on
Sustainable Biomaterials

1 PEFC* 51. The Program for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification

1 3 UEBT 52. The Union for Ethical BioTrade

1 31 WEP 53. The Women’s Empowerment Principles

15 41 UNGC 54. UN Global Compact

5 UNEP* 55. United Nations Environment Programme

(Continued)
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Appendix A. (Continued )

Distribution of Degrees in
the Institutional Connection
Layer (ODN)

Distribution of
Degrees in the
Affiliation Layer

(ANC) Initials Code/Institution

4 17 UNEP PRI 56. UN Principles for Responsible Investment

2 10 UNEP PSI 57. UNEP FI Principles for Sustainable Insurance
Initiative

3 18 UNEP FI 58. UNEP Statement by Financial Institutions on
the Environment & Sustainable Development
� Statement of Environmental Commitment
by the Insurance Industry

11 VPI 59. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human
Rights

4 WDC 60. World Diamond Council Resolution on
Conflict Diamonds

14 WRAP 61. Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production
Principles

Appendix B. CSR Schemes ODN-Citation layer

Code Name
Code
Initials

1 4C Association 4C

2 Aquaculture Stewardship Council ASC

3 The Alliance for Water Stewardship AWS

4 Better Cotton Initiative BCI

5 Bonsucro BONSUCRO

6 Business Social Compliance Initiative BSCI

7 Carbon Disclosure Project CDP

8 The 21st Century Corporation: The Ceres Roadmap for Sustainability CERES

9 ClimateWise Principles CWP

10 The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative EITI

11 Eco-Management and Audit Scheme EMAS

12 Equator Principles EP

13 Ethical Trading Initiative ETI

14 Ethical Tea Partnership ETP

15 Fairtrade International FI

16 Fair Labor Association FLA

17 Forest Stewardship Council FSC

(Continued)
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Appendix B. (Continued )

Code Name
Code
Initials

18 Fair Wear Foundation FWF

19 The Golf Environment GEO

20 The Greenhouse Gas Protocol GGP

21 The Global Organic Textile Standard GOTS

22 Global Reporting Initiative GRI

23 Global Sustainable Tourism Council GSTC

24 GoodWeave International GW

25 International Council on Mining and Metals ICMM

26 International Council of Toy Industries ICTI

27 Investing in Integrity IiI

28 investors in people IIP

29 International Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labelling Alliance ISEAL

30 International Standard 14001 - Environmental Management System ISO 14001

31 International Standard 26000 - Social Responsibility ISO 26000

32 Kimberley Process Certificate Scheme KPCS

33 London Benchmarking Group LBG

34 Marine Stewardship Council MSC

35 OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises OECD-ME

36 OEKO-TEX OEKO

37 The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification PEFC

38 ProTerra Foundation PT

39 Responsible Business Alliance RBA

40 Responsible Care Global Charter RC Global

41 Responsible Jewelry Council RJC

42 Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials RSB

43 Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil RSPO

44 Round Table Responsible Soy Association RTRS

45 Social Accountability 8000 SA8000

46 Textile Exchange TE

47 Union for Ethical BioTrade UEBT

48 United Nations Environment Programme – Finance Initiative UNEP FI

49 United Nations Environment Programme – Finance Initiative – Principles for Responsible
Investment

UNEP PRI

50 United Nations Environment Programme – Finance Initiative – Principles for Sustainable
Insurance

UNEP PSI

(Continued)
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Appendix B. (Continued )

Code Name
Code
Initials

51 United Nations Global Compact UNGC

52 UTZ UTZ

53 Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights VPI

54 World Diamond Council WDC

55 Women’s Empowerment Principles WEP

56 Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production WRAP

57 Worker Rights Consortium WRC
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